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 The new Ninja weapons, including the new Shuriken bomb! Ninja Status characters now have two ways to build their Stamina
as long as they keep an active Ninja. (Note that the second way will consume stamina as normal.) The Stamina percentage has

been completely redesigned. You’ll be spending a lot more stamina in combat. Now you can build stamina before starting
combat. Stamina can be built by completing training sessions or by equipping items such as the Ninja Gear. Completing a

mission will also build your Ninja’s Stamina. Be sure to get all the missions for different questlines! The order of battle has been
tweaked to help balance PvP combat. Completing the special missions now also gives a chance to find the new characters that
you can’t unlock with any other means. Stamina can now be used to purchase new items, purchase bonus NINJA BALLS from
PvP matches, and buy new accessories. To learn more about Stamina, check out the Stamina article. Chakra has been removed
from the game. Stamina is your best friend in BORUTO. Balance Changes The following new features have been introduced
with this update: You can now gain temporary staves from completing the Rivalry missions. If you are a ninja, you’ll now be
able to complete Rivalry missions to earn staves. If you are a chunin, you’ll gain a training partner who can help you complete

these missions. The staves can be used to boost your ninja status. Each level will raise your stats by a certain percentage.
Complete your missions quickly to earn higher-level staves. The time required to train at the Ninja’s Den has been reduced. You
now only need to visit the Ninja’s Den to train at the same frequency as before. When you find items at the Ninja’s Den, you can
now look at item stats, and look up the new recipes on the internet! This update will be accompanied by a patch that includes a
number of balance changes and bug fixes. Please refer to the patch notes for details on the patch contents. Content and features
Items Awakening Weapon – The Awakened Weapon is a new type of Ninja weapon. The Awakened Weapon can be used by a

Ninja after all five stages of awakening have been achieved. While the Awakened Weapon has the same basic functions of
regular weapons, the 82157476af
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